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their ability to handle it skilfully under these restrictions
should only use it where no repetition or substitute is needed.
The older experimental usage, which has now been practically
decided against, is shown in the Lowell examples.
That inequality and incongruousness in his writing which makes one
revise his judgment at every tenth page.—lowell.
As one grows older, one loses many idols, perhaps comes at last to
have none at all, although he may honestly enough uncover in deference
to the worshippers at any shrine.—lowell.
There are many passages which one is rather inclined to like than sure
he would be right in liking.—lowell.
He is a man who speaks with Bismarckian frankness, and who directly
impresses one with the impression that you are speaking to a man and
not to an incarnate bluebook.—Times.
The merit of the book, and it is not a small one, is that it discusses
every problem with fairness, with no perilous hankering after origin-
ality, and with a disposition to avail oneself of what has been done by
his predecessors.—Times.
If one has an opinion on any subject, it is of little use to read books
or papers which tell you what you know already.—Times.
. . . are all creations which make one laugh inwardly as we read.—
HUTTON.
One's, on the other hand, is not the right possessive for the
generic man; man's or his is required according to circumstances;
his in the following example:
There is a natural desire in the mind of man to sit for one's picture.—
HAZLITT.
33. BETWEEN ... OR
This is a confusion between two ways of giving alternatives
—between . . . and, and either . .. or. It is always wrong.
The choice Russia has is between payment for damages in money or
in kind.—Times.
Forced to choose between the sacrifice of important interests on the
one hand or the expansion of the Estimates on the other.—Times.
We have in that substance the link between organic or inorganic
matter which abolishes the distinction between living and dead matter.
—Westminster Gazette. (Observe the 'elegant variation')
The question lies between a God and a creed, or a God in such an
abstract sense that does not signify.—Daily Telegraph.
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